• I poll the staff on how many perceive the corners hypothesis to be IMF "conventional wisdom":
 "Yes" = 61% in 2002;  declined to 0% by 2010.
• Many EMs still follow intermediate regimes.
• Ghosh, Ostry & Qureshi find that countries have not been switching to the corners, on net. (2001, 2002) ; Reinhart (2000) .
• But equally important are false claims of fixing  "The Mirage of Fixed Exchange Rates"  Obstfeld & Rogoff (1995) .
• and false claims of Band-Basket-Crawl  with basket weights kept secret to hide the truth  Frankel, Schmukler & Servén (2000) .
 50 EMs, 1980-2011  Exchange rate regimes taken from IMF's de facto classification scheme (& Reinhart-Rogoff, 2004) .
 The question --Which regimes are prone to:  crises ?
(using a probit model)
• Banking crises • Currency crises • Sovereign debt crises • Growth collapses  vulnerabilities ? (using binary recursive tree analysis)
• Financial: credit expansion, foreign debt, domestic fx liabilities…
